
AGILE AND LEAN: 
ON A HUMAN SCALE

R²: RESILIENT AND RESPONSIVE 

NEW CORPORATE CULTURES THAT
CAN HELP YOUR COMPANY MAKE A
LEAP IN RESILIENCE AND
RESPONSIVENESS

(ALSO WHEN YOU HAVE ALREADY STARTED WITH
LEAN OR AGILE, BUT IT DOES NOT GO SMOOTHLY.. .)

DURATION

Depending on the plan of
action drawn up after the
audit.

In short:
The market is constantly changing at a rapid pace, customers are more
demanding, opportunities present themselves, but also threats.

We live in a VUCA world 
(Volatile - Uncertain - Complex - Ambiguous).
To make it in this world, we have to constantly adapt. Continuing to operate
as we are used to is no longer enough to sustain ourselves.

Your company can anticipate such situations.
It is a question of being resilient and adaptable.

TARGET GROUP

With an audit, we examine at which level you are already working on
these 3 pillars in your company.  Afterwards, we propose our
approach to tackle the pain points in your way of doing business.

Do the short audit of 10 questions already. It gives you an idea where
you stand today in the field of Agile and Lean.

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

Max: 8-10 participants

LOCATION

- in company (tailor made)
- off site
- on site

QUOTATION AFTER INTAKE
INTERVIEW 

Agile 

Lean

One team

R² is based on three pillars, in which people are always central: 

      Do twice as much in twice as little time' that is the core 
      message of agile way of working. Daring to change and 
      the people with the right competencies together into 
      self-managing multifunctional teams in order to deliver projects 
      with the highest effectiveness and efficiency, to deliver projects 
      as requested by the customer. 

      Continuous improvement of all business processes by avoiding 
      all possible waste of time and resources. 
      The focus in this process is on the people and 
      brings the employees to a 'Lean way of working'.

      A team is only really a team when the '5 behaviours of Lencioni    
      are present: trust in each other, discuss tensions and 
      conflicts, full involvement in with the work, accountability and 
      meeting deadlines, focus on the company's the result of the 
      company and not on personal victories.

CONTACTINFORMATIE

E-mail: ingrid@opleidingsmakelaar.be 
Tel: +32 470 29 28 12
E-mail: jean-claude.laurent@opleidingsmakelaar.be
Tel: +32 478 99 96 29
Website: www.opleidingsmakelaar.be
KMOP erkenningsnummer: DV.0225280

Subsidy assistance!


